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Lesson 28

Health afl J, .II1t.E?SS1
WORi)_LIST

______________

N alleviate contagious donor endurance fracture

( nutrient paralysis revitalize soothe thrive

The words in this lesson relate to health and illness. However, many of the
words can also be used in other contexts. As you study this vocabulary,
look for both medical and general ways to use it.

1. alleviate (a-lëvë-ät’) verb
To relieve, lessen, or make more bearable

Nurses gave the patient medication after surgery to alleviate her pain.
alleviation noun The alleviation of poverty was the president’s
highest priority.

2. contagious (kati-ta’jas) adjective
Able to spread from person to person

I stayed home from school until my flu was no longer contagious.
contagion noun The medical staff used masks and rubber gloves to
avoid contagion.

3. donor (dO’nar) noun
a. A person who contributes money to a cause

• The school depends on donors to fund band uniforms.
b. A person who contributes blood, tissue, oran organ to another

• The doctor finally found a donor for the boy who needed a kidney
transplant.

donation noun I made a donation to the shelter for homeless
veterans.

donate verb I donated some books to the school library.

4 endurance (en dObr ans) noun Endurance is one of many
Strength to withstand or continue under stress or str un nouns that can also be used

The long race required great endurance. 7 as an adjective. }Ve can say, “A
endure verb I m not sure how long I can endure this loud music marathon is an endurance test”,

5. fracture (fràk’char)
a. noun A break or crack

• The fall caused a fracture to the bone in his arm.
b. verb To break or crack

• The sharp hammer blow fractured the stone.

Lesson 28
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6. nutrient (nOb’ir&ant) noun
A component of food that is needed for health

The ceieal’s nutrients wne listed on the label.

nutritious adjective Experts say it’s important to eat a nutritious

7. paralysis (pa-rali-sis) noun
Loss of ability to move the body or certain parts of the body L paralyses (pronounced

Polio often causes paralysis of the legs.

paralyze verb Some spiders attack insects by paralyzing them.

8. revitalize (re-viti-li) verb
To give new life or vigor
• A good watering revitalized the plants in the yard.

revitalization noun The neighborhood’s revitalization turned it into
a fashionable plate to live.

9. soothe (sooth) verb
To calm or comfort; to relieve pain
• She sang a lullaby to soothe the hab)c

soothing adjective The sound of rain was so soothing that he
fell asleep.

10. thrive (thriv) verb
To grow well; to do well
• Plants need water and light to thrive.

Avoiding contagion
It was only in the l800s that people began to develop an understanding

of what caused disease. Before cures were developed, it was essential to
avoid contagion in order to stay healthy.

Malaria got its name because people thought that breathing in bad
(mat) air got them sick. As a result, people tried to stay away from smelly
swamps. Today, we know that mosquitoes, ot the swamps they are found
in, spread malaria,

People knew that diseases like smallpox, bubonic plague, whooping
cough, and typhus were contagious. To prevent their spread, sick sailors or
those coming in from infected ports often had to stay on their ships, away
from anyone on shore, for forty days. The word quarantine comes from
quaranta, the Italian word for “forty.” We still quarantine animals, plants,
and sometimes people to prevent the spread of diseases.
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NAHE

___________________________________________

DATE

_______________

Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

_____________________

1. to break

_____________________

6. to grow well

___________________

2. to calm

___________________

7. able to spread

_________________

3. to relieve

_________________

8. a person who gives money

___________________

4. strength under stress

___________________

9. a healthy part of food

__________________

5. to give new life

__________________

10. inability to move

X%Trite the letter for the word that best completes each sentence.

________

1. Unless they are held and fed, babies will fail to

________

a. revitalize b. soothe c. alleviate d. thrive

________

2. Vitamin A is an important that can be found in carrots, sweet potatoes,
and red peppers.
a. donor b. nutrient c. endurance d. fracture

_______

3. The blood

_______

felt dizzy after her blood was drawn.
a. contagion b. fracture c. donor d. nutrient

_______

4. This shampoo promises to dull, unhealthy hair.
a. thrive b. paralyze c. revitalize d. endure

________

5. I wore a bandage so that the

_______

in my little toe would heal.
a. nutrient b. fracture C. donor d. alleviation

_______

6. The lotion really works to painful sunburns.
a. soothe b. revitalize C. donate d. thrive

7. Weightlifters need good training, will, and

________

a. alleviation b. revitalization C. paralysis d. endurance

8. Thanks to new technology, people who suffer from — have many ways to
get around.
a. endurance b. nutrition C. paralysis d. revitalization

9. If you have a illness, avoid contact with other people.
a. nutritious b. contagious c. soothing d. fractured

10. He hired an assistant to

_______

the burden of his workload.
a. alleviate b. soothe c. fracture ci. paralyze

Challenge: We need

_______

to help our school building.

a. endurance.. soothe b. nutrients thrive C. donors.. revitalize
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Test-Tube Skin
Each year, more than two million Americans suffer burn
injuries. In most cases, the burns are minor. Such injuries
can be treated at home by holding the burned skin under
cold, running water for about fifteen minutes. (1) Then,
if the burned area is not charred or blistering, a variety
of ointments can be used to soothe the pain.

If the burn injury is serious, however, immediate
medical care is required, and the process of recovery may
be a long one. Second- and third-degree burns (the most
severe) may require one or more surgeries. (2) Victims
often endure extreme pain. (3) Burn pain is far more
intense than that caused by a fracture to an arm or a
leg. (4) A body weakened by burns can easily become
infected with contagious diseases. (5) Although burns
don’t usually result in paralysis, burn victims may have
difficultly moving because of skin and muscle damage.

(6) Because burned skin cannot always be
revitalized, it must often be replaced with new skin. But
where does this skin come from? (7) People can actually
donate skin to themselves. Skin can be taken from a
donor site, a healthy area of the burn victim’s body. It is
then put on the damaged site in a process called “skin
grafting.” However, if burns cover more than 90 percent
of the body surface, it is hard to find enough healthy skin
to graft. (8) Fortunately, a technique has been
developed to help alleviate this problem.

Using a special procedure, skin can actually be
grown in laboratory test tubes. First, cells are taken from
a tiny area of healthy skin on the burn victim’s body.

________

2. Victims often extreme discomfort.
a. strengthen b. avoid

(9) These are then placed in a test tube containing
special nutrients that stimulate rapid growth. (10) The
new population of cells can thrive for up to a year if
stored in a very cold freezer. When the patient is ready
for surgery, a natural protein called collagen is applied
to the affected area. The area is then covered with a
protective coating, either a manmade material or skin
from another donor, The collagen is left in place for
about two weeks—enough time for blood vessels to grow
into the collagen. Finally, physicians can graft the new
skin from the test tube onto the patient’s body.

h—i ‘-g
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The use of “test-tube skin:’ in combination with

proper care by an experienced hospital team, can lead
to speedier recoveries for badly burned patients, This is
good news for burn victims and their families.
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Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of
the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

________

1. A variety of ointments can be used to the pain.
a. break b. strengthen C. grow d. relieve

C. bear d. relieve

_______

3. Burn pain is far more intense than pain caused by a to an arm or a leg.
a. burn b. break C. cramp d. fall

________

4. A body weakened by burns can easily become infected with diseases.
a. treatable b. fool-related C. burn-related d. catching

_______

5. Although burns don’t usually result in ,burn victims may have
difficulty moving because of skin and muscle damage.
a. loss of vision b. loss of movement C. loss of growth d. loss of pain



NAME DATE

6. Since burned skin cannot always be

________

, it must often be replaced with
new skin.
a. healthy b. restored c. taken d. spread

7. People can actually

_______

skin to themselves.
a. give b. send c. spread d. lose

8. Fortunately, a technique has been developed to help —______ the probleth.
a. medicate b. complicate c. relieve d. calm

________

9. These are then placed in a test tube containing special

________

that stimulate
rapid growth.
a. fresh vegetables b. thin glasses c. burn compounds d. food components

________

10. The new population of cells can

________

for up to a year if stored in a very
cold freezer.

a. bear b. live c. contribute d. crack

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

_______

1. Test-tube skin is produced from the skin cells of one person, and then donated
to another.

________

2. Second- and third-degree burns may require medical treatment.

________

3. For severe burns, letting burned skin grow back naturally is more effective than
grafting new skin onto the burn site.

Complete each sentence so that it shows the meaning of the italicized word.

j. You can alleviate a headache by

2. Because her illness was contagious

__________________________________________________________________________

Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown hi

parentheses. You may not need to change the form that is given.

j. Slow and quiet music often is

_______

to people. (soothe)

2. The new medication contributed to the of the pain. (alleviate)

3. An ad campaign helped to the nearly bankrupt company. (revitalize)
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4. It is particularly important for children to eat

________

foods at every meal.
(nutrient)

5. She was by fear, unable to take even one step. (paralysis)

6. The Salvation Army accepts of used dothing, furniture, and appliances.
(donor)

7. Do you think you can

_______

one more set of push-ups? (endurance)

8. Because of the increase in sales during the holiday season, the toy store is now
(thrive)

9. The surgeon reset the boy’s leg. (fracture)

_____________________

10. Vaccines are vital to the prevention and elimination of

________

diseases.
(contagious)

itH E444wsL

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

1. An activity that tests endurance
a. ten-mile walk b. half-mile walk c. sleeping d. watching TV

_______

2. Something that might alleviate heavy rush-l{our traffic
a. fewer road lanes b. bigger cars c. accidents d. public transportation

3. The most likely donor to a new art exhibit at a museum
a. wheat farmer b. music student c. hockey player d. sculpture collector

4. Most likely to cause paralysis
a. mild headache b. stuffy nose c. spinal injury d. burn injury

______

5. A soothing sound
a. loud music b. the ocean c. a jack hammer d. a police siren

6. The most nutritious food
a. buttered popcorn b. birthday cake c. vegetable soup d. lollipops

______

7. Soething that is NOT required for children to thrive
a. television b. nutritious food c. love d. sleep

8. A condition that is contagious
a. broken leg b. common cold c. a toothache d. high blood pressure

_______

9. Something that one who fractures her ankle might say
a. “I’m hungry:’ b. “I’m in a rush.” c. “That’s better:’ d. “It hurts!”

_______

10. Something that might revitalize a city park
a. making it safer b making it dirty c. tearing it down d. discouraging picnics

Health and Illness



Lesson 29

WORD
N)

congress
judicial

LIST
democratic dictator
legislation monarchy

endorse forum
municipality veto

Any group of people, from a tiny tribe to a nation of millions, needs
rules or restraints in order to survive and function. In modern times,
governments play a role in creating and enforcing rules. The many forms
of government include monarchies ruled by kings and democracies
governed by the people. Some countries, including Great Britain, are both
a monarchy and a democracy. In this lesson, you will learn words that
describe how nations govern themselves.

H.’

_

‘I’’’b*
I III‘‘I

Congress meets in the Capitol.

1. congress (kónggris) noun
a. A large meeting to discuss issues

• An international congress of educators met in Sweden last
summer.

b. The lawmaking body of the United States
• Members of Congress are elected by citizens from their state

or district.

Congressional adjective A Congressional ide did research for
the Senator.

2. democratic (dèm’a.krát’ik) adjective
Governed by the people, directly or through elected representatives

A democratic government must answer to its citizens.

democracy noun The United States is a democracy.

Democrat noun A member of the U.S. Democratic Party
• Both Democrats and Republicans supported increased money for

education.

3. dictator (dik’ta’tar) noun
A ruler with complete power
• In a country ruled by a dictator, the people have no political power.

dictate verb The king dictated an increase in taxes.

dictatorship noun A country ruled by a dictator
• People in dictatorships often have no freedom of speech or press.

The u.s. congress has two
parts, the Senate and the

-: Houseof Representatives.

In ancient Greek, demos means
“people” and kratos means -

“rule.” Democracy is the “rule
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4. endorse (èn-dôrs) verb
To give support or approval

Fifty physicians endorsed the lotion for use in preventing infection.

endorsement noun The principal’s endorsement of the new school
policy encouraged the teachers to support it as well.

5. forum (fOr’am) iioun
A gathering (or a gathering place) for public discussion
• The United States Congress is a national forum.

.6. judicial (jOO-dish’aI) adjective The U.S. government has three

Related to courts, judges, and trials branches. The legislative, or

• The highest court in the U.S. judicial system is the Supreme Court. Congress, makes laws. The
executive, the president, sees

7. legislation (lèji-s)ashan) noun that the laws are carried out,
A law or a group of laws or “executed.” The judicial, or
• The new legislation piovides funds for building highways tourt system, judges whether

legislate verb The Congiess may legislate new tax laws this year 5 Laws have been broken

legislative adjective Parliament is the chief legislative body of
Great Britain.

legislator noun The legislator voted for the law to regulate pollution.

legislature noun The legislature considered several bills during
this session.

8. monarchy (monar-ke) noun
A country or government headed by a king or queen
• The country of Thailand is a monarchy.

monarch noun One of Great Britain’s most popular monarchs was
Queen Elizabeth I.

9. municipality (rnyOO-nisa.päli-te) noun
A town or city that has local powers of government
• The 1951 plumbing code of Evanston, Illinois, became a model for

other municipalities.

municipal adjective Police officers are municipal employees.

_______

10 veto (ye tO) The U S president may veto

a verb To reject or foibid something a bill passed by a majority

Dad vetoed our plan to go camping in Congress Congress can

b noun A vote that rejects or forbids a decision then override the veto if

Everyone was surprised by the veto the bill is passed again by

QflJ:flJlILAL
One ruler

Monarchyc the word for a government ruled by a king or queen, B
comes from the word elements mono- (one) and -arch (rule). More than
110 words in the American Heritage Dictionary begin with the prefix mono-.
A monogram is an initial, or one letter. A monologue is a performance given
by one actor or speaker. A monosyllabic word has one syllable. A monopoly is
control by one person or group. Of course, number-related prefixes are not
limited to mono-: A bicycle has two wheels and a tricycle has three.

C Government



NAME

___________________________________________

DATE

_______________

J!’ It[:JJI!L!OR RkcT:::W:O
Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

1. to refuse or reject

__________________

6. to give support

_____________________

2. laws

_____________________

7. a self-governing city

_________________

3. government run by a king

_________________

8. governed by the people
or queen

________________

9. U.s. lawmaking organization

____________________

4. a gathering for discussion

__________________

10. ruler with complete power

_____________________

5. relating to courts

Write the letter for the word that best completes each sentence. - -

________

1. The mayor called for a

________

to discuss the new library.
a. forum b. dictator C. legislation d. veto

2. Our system has many kinds of courts.
a. judicial b. veto c. monarchy d. dictator

________

3. New

________

was needed to regulate the use of scooters on sidewalks.
a. forum b. legislation C. endorsement d. veto

4. The senator asked for the governor’s of her plan to reduce air pollution.
a. monarchy b. dictatorship C. democracy d. endorsement

________

5. In a , people give their allegiance to the king. or queen.
a. democracy b. monarchy c.legislation d. congress

_____

6. The

_______

ruled the land cruelly.
a. dictator b. veto C. judiciary d. democracy

7. The town hall is often in the downtown section of a

_______.

a; judiciary b. dictatorship c. municipality d. congress

________

8. If the president does not it, the bill will become law.
a. veto b. legislate c. endorse d. dictate

________

9. The citizens of the small country fought to establish a(n) government.
a. congressional b. democratic C. endorsement d. judicial

________

10. The U.S.

________

consists of the Senate and the House of Representatives.
a. legislation b. municipality c. monarchy d. Congress

Challenge: In the American Revolution, colonists fought against rule by the British
and when they gained independence, they set up a

_______

a. dictatorship... monarchy b. monarchy.. democracy C. monarchy. .veto
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The Child Queen
In 1890, on a gray and wintry day in Holland, a small
blond girl sat quietly beside her mother in a black
carriage. They headed a long procession, with men in
top hats and women in black veils. (1) The girl’s name
was Wilhelmina, and the funeral procession was for her
father, the monarch of the Netherlands.

When her father passed away, ten-year-old
Wilhelmina inherited the throne. However, her mother
actually reigned until Wilhelmina turned eighteen. To
prepare for her rule, the child studied government,
economics, and history.

At eighteen, Wilhelmina was crowned Queen
of the Netherlands. (2) Although the country was a
constitutional monarchy, the queen had absolute power
to veto the acts of go’ernment. (3) She could approve
or deny any new legislation. (4) She had the power to
make judicial appointments. (5) She could also name
municipal officials.

(6) Wilhelmina’s ministers did not always endorse
what she did. When she was only twenty, British warships
were threatening the president of the Transvaal iii Africa.
The young queen’s advisors did not want her to interfere.

Against their wishes, however, she sent a Dutch warship
to rescue the president. Her people came to respect her
for this and other brave moves.

As queen, Wilhelmina instituted reforms to benefit
people in factory and manual labor jobs. Under her
leadership, her country grew wealthier. She also
strengthened the Netherlands’s educational system.

(7) In 1940, the Nazi dictator Adolph Hitler invaded
the Netherlands. In response, Wilhelmina moved the
Dutch government to England. Prom London, she led
the Dutch resistance to the Nazi invasion. Throughout
World War II, she radioed messages to her people on
a Dutch station called Radio Orange. She encouraged
them to remain strong in the face of violence and
starvation, To honor her, they planted orange flowers
in their gardens.

(8) In 1942, Wilhelmina crossed the Atlantic to
address the U.S. Congress. She made a famous speech
urging people to continue the fight to save democracy.
She said:

“Those of us who have the ... privilege of being free
feel that it is our holy duty . . . to do whatever we can to
hasten victoryc (9) Democracy is our most precious
heritage. We cannot breathe in the sullen atmosphere
of [the dictator’s] rule:’

When the war was over, \Vilhelmina returned to
Holland and went to work helping her people rebuild
their country. (10) She offered her castle in The Hague
as aforum for world peace. Since World War II, The
Hague has served as a place where nations can work
out their differences through discussion instead of war.
Queen Wilhelmina’s ideas became the foundation for the
International Court of The Hague.

She was queen for fifty years and left a lasting legacy
to her country and the world. Today, her granddaughter,
Aeatrix, is the monarch of the Netherlands,

Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of
the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

________

1. The funeral procession was for her father, the

________

of the Netherlands.
a. congress b. judge C. dictator d. king

_______

2. The queen had absolute power to

_______

the acts of government.
a. reject b. compromise c. support d. discuss

_______

3. She could approve or deny any new

______

a. war b. law C. officer d. town

C Government
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NAME

______________________________________________

DATE

_______________

4. She had the power to make appointments.
a. goVernment b. meeting c. court d. city

5. She could also name

_____

officials.
a. important b. court C. city d. school

________

6. Wilhelmina’s ministers did not always what she did.
a. support b. fight against c. meet about d. discuss

________

7. In 1940, the Nazi Adolph Hitler invaded the Netherlands.
a. supporter b. king C. absolute leader d. president

________

8. In 1942, Wilhelmina crossed the Atlantic to address the U.S.

________

a. absolute ruler b. education system C. court system d. lawmaking body

9.

________

is our most precious heritage.
a. The Netherlands b. The court system C. Rule by a queen d. Rule by the people

10. She offered her castle in The Hague as a(n) for world peace.
a. city b. school c. absolute ruler d. gathering place

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

I. Queen Wilhelmina was crowned at the age of eighteen.

________

2. Queen Wilhelmina went to Africa to rescue the president.

3. The Hague is a place where nations can come together to discuss ways to
create peace.

People from o countries have often lived under ent forms of
government. Intern ne person who immi to your coäntry.
(If you cannot find such a on, read a an immigrant’s experience
or ask someone who knows an ant.) Ask this person (or read
about) how our governinenta tern t same as and different from
the one he or she lived u before. Use a rec or take notes. Finally,
write an essay that c ares and contrasts the two of government.
Your essay sho e at least three paragraphs. Use at least lesson
words in yo iece and underline them.

q1LtfltJ
Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown in
parentheses. You may not need to change the form that is given.

_____________________

1. The candidate received an important from her senator. (endorse)

2. Each state has the power to create its own

________

. (legislation)

3. In a , most citizens have the right to vote. (democratic)
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A

________

session was in progress. (congress)

The system includes judges and courts. (judicial)

The swimming pooi is open to all town residents. (municipality)

William the Conqueror was one of England’s . (monarchy)

Without a congress or parliament, a ruler can often freely. (dictator)

The president the tax plan. (veto)

The conference was a

________

for transportation issues. (forum)

Fit VuL E: X4 H P.L:E::

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

_______

1. A nursery rhyme that mentions a monarch
a. Little Miss Muffet b. The Queen of Hearts

________

2. The best person to endorse a new restaurant
a. a food reviewer b. the owner

________

3. How people who live under a dictator might feel
a. free to vote b. very powerful

_______

4. A right and privilege in a democracy
a. owning land b. voting

_______

5. A municipal employee
a. a king or queen

_______

6. Something many parents
a. doing homework

_______

7. Something most likely to
a. music awards

_______

8. Something that is NOT
a. the Senate

_______

9. Something a member of
a. makes laws

_______

10. An issue about which
a. eating vegetables
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

c. Jack and Jill d. Little Jack Homer

c. a librarian d. a teenager

C. powerless d. in charge

C. recycling d. working

C. a private tutorb. a business owner

might veto
b. dyeing your hair c. washing dishes

be addressed -in a state forum
b. movie reviews c. national forests

part of the judicial system
b. state courts c. judges

Congress does
b. vetoes laws c. enforces laws

a town council would be most likely to pass legislation
b. watching TV c. street parking

d. a police officer

d. taking a bath

d. educational standards

d. the Supreme Court

d. teaches about laws

d. hair length



Skill Feature

The Prefixes sub- and super-
The prefixes sub- and super- mean “below” and “above?’ Either may be added to
the root word script, which means “writing?’ In chemistry, a subscript is written in
small letters below a symbol. The “2” in the symbol H20 is a subscript. A superscript
is written above another symbol. For example, in x2, the “2” is a superscript.

Look at the italicized word in this sentence: Do the stars of some of your favorite
movies have superhuman powers? Here the word, super- means “beyond.” One of the
first superhuman heroes was a comic book figure, later made into a TV show and a
movie. His name is Superman. On the other hand, some fictional monsters seem to
have intelligence that is “under,” or less than, that of human beings. We might call this
subhuman intelligence. Sub- can also mean “part of,” as in the word subdivision.

Prefix-Meaning Root/Base Word Word-Meaning
sub-, under script subscript, letters under text
sub-, part of committee subcommittee, part of a committee
super—, over script superscript, letters above text
super-, beyond, extremely human superhuman, having powers that

are beyond human

Below are some clues to help you make words using sub- or supet’-. Fill in the blanks
with a new word containing one of these prefixes.

1. Part of a total may be called a

___________________

2. When something is very abundant it can be called

__________________

3. Something under the soil is

___________________

4. A country that is very powerful is called a

___________________

At times, the prefixes sub- and super- simply attach to English words that may stand
alone. The words subsoil and superpower are examples of this. At other times, sub- and
super- maybe added to roots that cannot stand alone. You studied some words in this
book that use the prefixes super- and sub- with this type of root.

superlative is made from super- + lat, past tense of”to carry” in Latin
A superlative carries a very positive meaning.

supervise is made from super- + vis, to “see”
When we supervise someone, we oversee them.

submit is made from sub- + mit, a root meaning “send”
When we submit something, we send it in so that it may be under
consideration by others. We might submit a science project for a prize.

Skill Feature



Practice

You can combine context clues with your knowledge of these prefixes to make
intelligent guesses about the meanings of words containing sub- and super-. M of
the sentences below contain words formed with these prefixes. Read the sentences and
write down what you think the word in italics means. Then look up the wdrd in the
dictionary and write the formal definition.

1. Using reactors, scientists searched for unbelievably small subatomic particles.

My definition

__________________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

________________________________________________

2. My skin is supersensitive to sunlight, so I burn after only a few minutes exposure
to it.

My definition

__________________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

________________________________________________

3. Our car is a subcompuct.

My definition

___________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

____________________________________________________________

4. The powerful system was run by a supercomputer.

My definition

______________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

____________________________________________________

5. The submarine had over a hundred sailors in its crew.

My definition

______________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

____________________________________________________

6. We only needed three batteries; the other two were superfluous.

My definition

__________________________________________________________

Dictionary definition

____________________________________________________________

Review of Word Elements
Reviewing word elements helps you remember them and use them when you are
reading. Below, write the meaning of each word element that you have studied. Each
one appears italicized in a word.

Word Word Element Type of Element Meaning of Word Element

substandard sub- prefix

visible vis root

____________________________

emit mis, mit root .

kilometer -meter suffix

supersonic super- prefix
4-
‘0

LZ

Prefixes, Roots, and Suffixes



Ending I Name:____________________

Punctuation jil The ending punctuation you choose to put on
7 sentence depends on the type of sentence that it is. There

/ are three major kinds of sentences.
/ 1. Declarative sentences are making a statement, perhaps to provide information.

A period (.) is the proper ending punctuation for a declarative sentence.
2. Interrogative sentences are asking a question.

A question mark (7) is the proper ending punctuation for an interrogative sentence.
3. Exclamatory sentences express emotion or excitement.

An exclamation point (!) is the proper ending punctuation for an exclamatory sentence.

. Decide whether the sentence is making a statement,
asking a question, or expressing emotion.

. Add the proper punctuation to the end.

1. There are 33 students in my class________

2. What time does the class start

_________

3. The house is on fire

_______

4. The shop on the corner sells notebooks and paper

5. Each class will have an assigned time to go to the library______

6. My dad said he is going to double my allowance

______

7. Why aren’t you coming on the field trip

8. How long will it take us to get to the museum

________

9. I returned the books to the bookcase________

10. Where is. the school office

______

11. What is your favorite sport

_______

r;e::temeaner
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Name:,

___

When you answer a question with either a yes

/ the past tense form of a verb like to do or to be is often included in your answer. Use a comma’\

/ to separate the yes or the no from the rest of the sentence. Let’s focus on answering a question with\

/ the past tense form of to do.

An Ordinary Day

Michelle ‘s alarm went offat 6:00 a. m. She groaned and reached her hand out to shut it off She was

not eager to get up. She always felt th-ed hi the early morning. She heard her brother Tonj4 alarm go

off in the other room about ten minutes later as she was choosing what to wear. When she went

downstairs at 6:30 a. m., he was already sitting at the kitchen table eating breakfast. She sat down next

to him and poured cereal and milk into a bowL They a/so each drank a glass of orange juice and ate

some bananas and strawberries their mom had cut up in a bowl for them. Their dadpulled their lunch

bags out of the refr,qerator and handed them to the kids as they put their cereal bowls, glasses, and

spoons hi the síhk. They both put their lunch bags h’iside their backpacks and checked to make sure

they had their homework ready to turn in. Since it was getting warmer, they dedded not to wear any

jckets. By the time their dad walked to the doorjangling his keys, they were ready to leave. He a/ways

dropped them off at school on his way to work. AU three of them were smiling as they got into their car.

For the first time that week, they were going to be on time for school.

1. Did Michelle and Tony’s mother drive them to school? No, she didn’t.
2. Did the kids check to see if they had their homework?

3. Did Michelle’s alarm go off before Tony’s alarm did?

4. Did the children’s mother make eggs for breakfast?

5. Did Michelle go downstairs at 6:30 a.m.?

6. Did Tony start eating breakfast before his sister did?

7. Did the children’s father put their dishes into the sink?

rr

Using a Comma to

Answer Yes or No

Affirmatiüe Negative
(Answer Yes) — (Answer No)

Yes, I did. No, I didn’t, or No, I did not.
Yes, you did. No, you didn’t. or No, you did not.
Yes, he did. No, he didn’t. or No, he did not.
Yes, she did. No, she didn’t. or No, she did not.
Yes, it did. No, it didn’t. or No, it did not.
Yes, we did. No, we didn’t. or No, we did not.
Yes, you all did. No, you all didn’t. or No, you all did not.
Yes, they did. No, they didn’t, or No, they did not.

Read the story about Michelle and Tony’s day. Then answer the questions.

8. Did the children sometimes arrive at school late?

9. Did Tony jangle his keys by the door?

10. Did they all smile when they got into the car on time?
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Name:_________________________

/ Coordinating conjundions join two independtclausestomakeacompound
sentence. Use a comma between the first independent clause and the coordinating
conjunction. Example: My brother likes the mountaing. but I/ike the beach.

To help you remember the coordinating conjunctions, think of the words “FAN BOYS”.

ForAnd Nor ButOr YetSo

Combine the sentences using a comma and a coordinating conjunction.
1. I don’t want to argue with you. I don’t want to give in.

2. She had a lot of friends. She was a friendly girl.

3. I had a cute puppy. I lost him.

4. He studied for the test. He got a good grade.

5. Jim can boil eggs. Sally can make toast.

6. We can go to Disneyland. We can go to Sea World.

7. Dan moved to Michigan. He moved home again.

S. They didn’t want to be late. They hurried.

/

/.:*-3.; - --

F Using Commas With

L Coordinating Conjunctions

9. Jill runs a mile every day. She swims on Fridays.

10. You can choose vanilla ice cream. You can choose chocolate.
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Name:______________________________

An appositive is a phrase that provides cIarfying information about a noun. Use a pair

of commas to separate it from the sentence. If the appositive phrase is removed from

the sentence, the sentence still makes sense.

Circle the appositive phrase ence.
Example: My backpack, e one that is red and blue is by the door.

1. I invited Sheila, the new girl in our class, to come to the party.

2. Mom will make my favorite meal, spaghetti, for my birthday.

3. Jonathan, the boy in the blue baseball cap, is my new friend.

4. Our teacher, Mrs. Walker, gave us lots of homework tonight.

5. The playoffs for soccer, my favorite sport, are after school today.

Rewrite each of the sentences. Include an appositive to
information about a noun in the sentence.

1. Jessica took her kitten to the park.

give more

2. We went to the restaurant with Samantha.

3. Stephen read his book for the book report assignment.

4. My favorite holiday is in December.

5. His pet is a little frightening.

J

r

Using Commas

With Appositives

/
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Your vs.You’re 1: An EngIIsh—Zone.Com Quiz 10/21/12 7:02 PM

[ENGUSWZONE9ãornj
The BEST Encjlish-Iea.ninçg website on the net!

Confusing Words - Your / You’re 1 Name
Yir is used to show possession:

Your book is black, my book is red.
You’re is used as the contraction for you are:

I hope you’re not confused!

Circle the correct word in each sentence below:

1) Ii Your / You’re] car is fast!

LirLY21!tr!tyou?
lLJIL! [ your / you’re ] brother yesterday.

JJ[ometimes [your / you’re] brother isn’t very nice!

I[_J[Hey Jack! [Your / You’re] friend is here to see you!
IZJ [ Your / You’re ] doing great! Keep on going!

17) [When [your / you’re ] driving to school, do you sing in your car?

18) j[Has she seen [your / you’re] new apartment yet?

12LJ [ Your / You’re ] not from California, are you?

[p)J When [your / you’re) studying, do you watch TV?

Jyour / You’re] trip to bisneyland sounds fun!

What color is [ your / you’re ] bedroom?

[lillIHow much gas is in [ your / you’re ] car?

I’)
i’s)

E Your / You’re] an intelligent person.

[Your / You’re] quiz is almost finished

jjHave you told [ your / you’re ] friends about English-Zone.Com?

5J[is_[your/you’re] understanding of “your” and “you’re” better now?

jJ[âk, now [ your / you’re ] finished!

-An English-Zone.Com Page- http://english-zone.com Copyright © 1998 -2000 Kaye Mastin Mallory
— Limited permission is granted to make copies of this page for personal or classroom use.

Answer Key I Teacher’s MENU I English-ZoneCom HOME I Comment

htt p: / long I ish—zone.coni /teach/you rl.htrni Page 1 of 1



Name:
(r

Synonyms
,

Synonyms are words that have almost the same meaning.

Synonyms for big: large, huge, gigantic

Circle the 2 synonyms for each set of words.

1. toasty chilly cool comfortable

2. walk crawl stroll run

3. argue scare confuse frighten

4. bravery honesty courage winner

5. cook drink eat munch

6. record paint draw sketch

Write a synonym for each word.

7. thin

____________________

8. finy

9. store

__________________

10. fall

_________

11. see

_________________

12. tMendly

13. tasty

___________________

14. silent

________

15. smelly

__________________

16. smile

17. think

__________________

18. break

________

Super Teacher Worksheets www.suoerteocherwprksheebcQrn



Na me:

Write one complete sentence that includes two words that ore antonyms.
Choose antonyms that are different from the ones listed above.

Synonyms are words that have almost the same meaning.

example: The words jg ond large are synonyms.

Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

example:

Tell

The words open and closed are antonyms.

whether each pair of words

1.

are synonyms

agree, disagree

or

2.

antonyms.

cold, freezing

3. easy, dtticult

4. argue, squabble

5. guess, eslimote

6. bottom, top

7. tired,energetic

8. huge, gigantic

9. sink, float

I (\— \
b

10. windy, calm

11. noisy, quiet

12. unhappy, sad

Super Teacher Worksheets - www.superteacherworksheets.com



Unit 6 Nonfiction

The Road with Two-Humped Camels

The Silk Road is a series of ancient travel routes that was first used in the 2nd century
B.C.E. It linked China to the Middle East, Europe, and India. Beginning in Changan (known
today as Xi’an), it stretched for over 4,350 miles (6,960 km). Silk and China’s four great
inventions of paper, printing, gunpowder, and the compass were carried to the west on this
road. Religion and ideas were carried both ways along the road. New foods were brought
to China along the route. Some of these foods included grapes, walnuts, cucumbers, broad
beans, and watermelons.

Most goods were transported with the use of camels. The camels were a special type.
They were not dromedary, or single-humped camels; they were Bactrian camels. Bactrian
camels do not have one hump—they have two. Just like dromedaries, Bactriari camels
can survive in hot, sandy deserts. They can easily withstand summer temperatures up to
122° F (50°C), and they can survive sandstorms. Unlike dromedaries, Bactrian camels
can survive in high, cold mountains, too. They can easily withstand freezing temperatures
that drop to -20°F (-29°C), and they can survive snowstorms.

It is likely that Bactrian camels got their name from the area they were first domesticated.
Historians believe the wild camels were domesticated in a part of Asia called Baktria. They
believe the camels were tamed about 3,000 years ago. The domesticated Bactrian camels
provided people with milk, meat, and wool, as well as transport. The wool is made from the
camel’s hair that can grow to over 10 inches (25 cm) long on some parts of their bodies.
This is much longer than the hair on dromedary camels.

the Silk Road route
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Unit B ( Fiction

Worth Its Weight in Gold

According to legend, Hsi-Ling-Shi was only 14 years old when she discovered something.

Hsi-Ling-Shi’s husband was Huang-Ti. Huang-Ti was emperor of China around 4,700

years ago. Huang-Ti had gone to his wife and told her that he was concerned about his

garden because something was harming his mulberry trees. It was when Hsi-Ling-Shi went

out to inspect Huang-Ti’s mulberry trees that she made a discovery that was worth

its weight in gold.

Hsi-Ling-Shi found little white
caterpillars all over the trees.
The caterpillars were feasting on
the leaves, As the young Hsi
Ling-Shi watched, she saw some
of the caterpillars spinning shiny
cocoons around themselves.
Wanting to help her husband,
Hsi-Ling-Shi tried to kill the
caterpillars by dropping them
into hot water. She noticed that
when she dropped a cocoon
in the water that it began to
unravel. It unraveled into a long
strand, or thread.

Hsi-Ling-Shi was intrigued by the long strands. She boiled more cocoons, collecting

the threads as they unraveled. She then twisted the threads into yarn and wove it into

cloth. No one had ever produced cloth of this quality before. The cloth was extraordinarily

smooth, and it shimmered in the light. Today we know it as silk.

How silk was manufactured was kept a secret for the next 3,000 years, and it became a

highly sought-after trade good. At times, it was worth its weight in gold. China’s secret was

not revealed until around G.E. 550. At that time, the Roman emperor Justinian sent two

spies to China. The spies smuggled silk moth eggs and mulberry seeds out of the country

by hiding them in their walking canes.
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UnitS Questions

ShowWhatYou Know
The following are based on “The Road with Two-Humped Camels” and “Worth Its Weight in

Gold.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. Which item is not listed as traveling in the right direction on the Silk Road?

® paper—east to west

© compass—west to east

© gunpowder—east to west

© watermelon—west to east

2. When one is made curious about something, one is

® intrigued.

® unraveled.

© sought after.

© manufactured.

3. What do both stories have in common?

a trade good

© a trade route

© gold transport

© animal transport

4. Most likely cloth made from Bactrian camel wool

® shimmers in the light.

© is not as warm as silk.

© is extraordinarily smooth.

is of lesser quality than silk.

5. Most likely the two spies

were afraid of Huang-Ti.

® traveled on the Silk Road.

© traded gold for the moth eggs.

© didn’t know what silk worms ate.
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Unit 6 Uuestions

Show What You Know0.1

6. These camels are incomplete! Look
at the labels below them to decide
how they should be completed.
Draw the correct number of humps
on each one. Add longer hair to the
one that needs it.

Z Fill in the chart with
in Gold:’

information about the problem in the story “Worth Its Weight

Problem Action Taken Result

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The Road with Two-Humped Camels”

dromedary Bactrian

9. “Worth Its Weight in Gold”



___UnitS

J Nonfiction

____

No Singing Birds and Dogs

Guam, a United States territory, is an
island in the western Pacific Ocean. Guam
changed from being known as a tropical
paradise to “the island where no birds sing”
because all of the avian life of Guam began
to disappear. Many species of birds became
extinct, and forests that once cackled with
bird songs became silent.

Initially no one knew why all the avian life in
Guam was disappearing. It was a mystery.
The culprit ended up being the brown tree
snake. The brown tree snake is native to
Australia, and it probably entered Guam in
cargo brought on ships and airplanes in the
late 1940s or early 1950s.

Having no natural predators in Guam, the
snakes quickly multiplied. One scientist
figured that in 1985, Guam had the greatest
density of snakes anywhere in the world.
The snakes could climb trees, they could move along the ground, and they could jump over
gaps of several feet. They ate bird eggs, chicks, and adult birds. They decimated bird life
on the entire island.

Other islands and countries didn’t want their bird poputations decimated. They needed a
way to keep the snakes from stowing away in cargo and entering their ports. The solution
ended up being a dog—the Jack Russell terrier.

Jack Russell terriers are working dogs that were used in fox hunting. They were bred to
be small enough to enter burrows or holes but strong enough to fight aggressively when
meeting their quarry. Currently, Jack Russell terriers are being trained to hunt brown tree
snakes instead of the traditional fox. The terriers are then used to search all airplanes and
ships leaving Guam.

--- r.2ntitrSuj - - - - -
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Unusual Canine Occupations

For a class assignment, Ms. Yoshira had asked the students to research unusual canine

occupations. “Dogs have been bred for different purposes:’ Ms. Yoshira told the class. “Find

some new ways canines are being used today:’

On report day, Cory volunteered to go first. “There are dogs whose occupations are tied to

grizzly bears;’ he said. “Scientists want to keep track of these huge beasts, but grizzly bears

can be quite dangerous to approach. Dogs are being trained to find their scat (droppings)

by smell. When the dogs locate a pile of scat, scientists do a DNA analysis of the discarded

body cells in it to identify exactly what bear it comes from. By identifying and measuring the

amount of certain hormones in the scat, scientists can even keep track of how stressed out

the bear is!”

Sarah went next. She said, “Some canines are being used by conservation officers to keep

track of water-bird populations. The dogs flush out birds in marshy areas so conservation

officers can count the eggs in their nests:’

“Customs officials use trained dogs all the time,’ Michael reported next. “Some dogs have

been trained to smell money. It anyone carries over $10,000 dollars out of the United

States, they are supposed to report it. Canines are taught to sniff out the ink used to print

the bills. A dog in Miami, Florida, once found $9 million that was stashed in television sets:’

“Some canines help protect houses:’ Angelica, the last to report, said. “Termites are

insects that chew on wood, and dogs can detect unseen termites by sniffing out chemicals

produced by the insects’ bodies:’
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Unit B Questions

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on “No Singing Birds and Dogs” and “Unusual Canine
Occupations.” It needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. When something is decimated, it is

® trained.

© searched.

© protected.

© destroyed.

2. Scientists can tell a bear is stressed by its

DNA.

smell,

© hormones.

© body cells.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® why dogs work

© where dogs work

© how to train dogs

© what work dogs do

4. Anaviancreatureistoabird

as a canine is to a dog.

as a canine is to a bear

© as a canine is to a snake.

© as a canine is to a termite.

5. From the stories, one can tell that most likely dogs used to detect

money were once bred for something else.

© termites are smaller than the dogs used to find bear scat.

© snakes are more likely to be stressed than conservation officers.

© birds were once bred for their aggressive behavior when they met their quarry.
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Unit 8 Questions

Show What You Know(ot.J

6. Think about the bird and snake populations on Guam. Then look at the graph

to the right. Which animal’s population could be represented by Line A on the

graph? Which could be represented by Line B?

Line A:

________________

Line B:

:::_
___

1945 1955 1965 1975

7 Fill in the chart to help information straight about who said what in the story

“Unusual Canine Occupations.”

Student Canine Occupation

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “No Singing Birds and Dogs”

9. “Unusual Canine Occupations”

10. Think about other ways dogs can be or have been put to work. Write one or more

paragraphs where you discuss the occupation and why canines or a particular

breed of canines would be well suited for it. (Use a separate piece of paper)
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Unit 16 Nonfiction

A New Type of Swimsuit

To win, competitive swimmers have always had to practice. They have had to improve their
strokes and develop their endurance. Advances in technology may have added a new
element to what swimmers must do if they want to keep their competitive edge. Swimmers
may have to wear a special type of swimsuit. The swimsuits are very expensive, costing
hundreds of dollars, and they take about 20 minutes to get into. Yet the swimsuits can
greatly increase a swimmer’s speed mostly because of four innovations, or changes, made
to old-style suits.

The first innovation has to do with fabric. The
fabric is a very dense but extremely light nylon
that compresses the swimmer’s body into a
hydrodynamic shape. Most swimsuits have seams.
Seams, no mailer how small, act as speed bumps
in the water and slow a swimmer down. Swimsuits
cut from this new fabric do not have seams. This
is because the cut pieces are bonded together by
ultrasonic welding.

The second innovation allows a swimmer to swim
longer with less effort. This is because the suit
acts as a corset. Usually, when a swimmer tires,
his or her hips hang lower in the water, creating
drag. Technology has led to a suit that maintains
a swimmer’s form and prevents his or hips from
hanging lower.

The third innovation is specially placed panels.
Made from man-made material, the panels reduce
drag. Drag is the force that air or liquid exerts on the
object it surrounds.

The last innovation is why the suit maintains a shape
and will not lie flat even when it isn’t being worn. The
suit hugs the swimmer like a second skin because it
is cut from a three-dimensional pattern rather than a
two-dimensional pattern.
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16 j Ftion

Breaking the World Record

Juliette wasn’t worried. Juliette hadn’t had the money for a coach or expensive facilities
to train in like the other swimmers, but she was prepared. She had trained on her own,
swimming lap after lap in the public pool. She had built up her strength and her endurance,
and she knew she was more than ready to compete.

As she slipped on her lucky suit and checked her goggles strap, Juliette couldn’t help but
overhear pieces of conversations taking place between other swimmers. “This suit took me
20 minutes to get in because it forces your body to maintain a tubular shape:’ Juliette heard.
‘These new suits are technologically advanced and have triple the power to compress
the body.’ “My coach said this suit cost over 600 dollars.” “Every last swimming record
that was broken was achieved by someone wearing this type of suit.” “Every country that
participates in the Olympics is going to have to provide these suits for its swimmers if they
want to medal:’

Once on the starting block, Juliette cleared her mind of everything. She was oblivious to the
crowd’s roar, and she didn’t hear the announcer pointing out that every swimmer but one
of the 12 competitors wore the new technologically advanced suits. All she heard was the
sound of the starting gun, and then she was off. With determined, strong strokes, she tore
through the water, swimming faster than she had ever swum before.

As Juliette pulled up after her final lap, she was shocked but extremely pleased at her time.
She had broken the previous world record! Juliette, though, hadn’t won the race: she had
only placed third.
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— Unit 16,4J Questions —

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “A New Type of Swimsuit” and “Breaking
the World Record.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. An innovation

® develops endurance.

costs hundreds of dollars.

© provides a competitive edge.

© is a new way of doing something.

2. Which statement is true?

No swimmers who wear the new suits can break records.

© All swimmers who wear the new suits can break records.

© Some swimmers who wear the new suits can break records.

Most swimmers who wear the new suits can break records.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® how swimmers develop endurance

® technologically advanced swimwear

© stroke-improving training methods

© details on how swimwear is pieced together

4. From the stories, one can tell that Juliette’s suit was the only suit

with seams.

® that acted as a corset.

© with specially placed panels.

© cut from a three-dimensional pattern.

5. If Juliette had worn one of the technologically advanced suits, one would
know that

® Juliette would have won the race.

© Juliette would have taken less time to dress.

© Juliette’s hips would have created more drag.

© Juliette’s body would have maintained a tubular shape.
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Unit 16 1 Questions

Show What You Know (cont]

6. Fill in the boxes with details about the four swimsuit innovations mentioned in

“A New Type of Suit.”

1. 2.

4. 3.

7 Write down two sentences each from “Breaking the World Record” that led you to

believe Juliette was...

going to win not going to win

1.

2.

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “A New Type of Suit”

9. “Breaking the World Record”

10. Do you think it is fair that swimmers wear different kinds of suits in competitions?

Write one or two paragraphs where you discuss your answer. Include in your
answer your thoughts about world records. Should it be noted what the record-

setting swimmer wore? (Use a separate piece of papei)
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Unit 24 Nonfiction

Where Voting Is the Law

Australia has a very high election turnout, with about 95 percent of all eligible voters
participating. All persons who are Australian citizens and at least 18 years old are eligible.
This is a much higher turnout than in other countries. Why is the turnout so high? In
Australia, one is required to vote. It is the law. One must pay a penalty if one chooses
not to.

Australians do not use a winner-take-all system in federal elections. They use a preferential
system. In this system, a voter does not vote for one candidate. Instead, the voter ranks the
candidates in order of preference.

If a candidate wins at least 50 percent of the vote, the candidate wins the election. If no
one candidate wins at least 50 percent, the votes of the candidate with the lowest number
of votes are redistributed. The votes are given to the voters second-choice candidate. If
there is still not a candidate with at least 50 percent of the vote, the next-lowest-ranking
candidate’s votes are redistributed. This process goes on until one candidate has at least
50 percent of the vote.

This system is set up so that the person who wins is the most preferred candidate. The
person who wins is the least disliked candidate. In a winner-take-all system, the most
disliked candidate may win! The person may have won because he or she received the
majority of the votes (30 percent, for example). Yet the person may have won only because
the rest of the votes (70 percent) were split between three candidates with similar views.

7
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iction

The Scam

“I’ll show you the brochures for the Australian tour I’m thinking of booking:’ Heather’s Aunt
Gwendolyn said. “I’ll see kangaroos, koalas, and penguins.”

“Penguins?” asked Heather suspiciously. ‘Aunt Gwendolyn, are you sure this tour isn’t a
scam? How are you paying for this?”

“I have to pay in cash,” answered Heather’s aunt, “but by paying cash, I receive a 5Q%
discount and a special seat on the bus. And yes, there are penguins found on the southern
coast of the continent and Tasmania. I read about them in the brochures:’

As Heather went to check penguin facts in the encyclopedia, Heather’s aunt continued to
talk. “This is a picture of the luxury bus I’ll be traveling in. Come here, and I’ll show you my
seat.”

Puffing the encyclopedia down, Heather studied the picture her aunt handed her She saw
the bus driving down the right-hand side of the road. Behind the cars going in the opposite
direction, Heather spoiled two blurry kangaroos.

Pointing, Heather’s aunt said, “This seat on the left immediately behind the driver is
guaranteed mine if I pay cash now.”

Heather studied the picture of the luxury bus and then said, “The encyclopedia says that
there are penguins in Australia, but Aunt Gwendolyn, I know it’s a scam:’

“How can you say that?” demanded Heather’s aunt.

Heather replied, “In Australia, people drive on the left-hand side, and therefore the driver’s
wheel is on the right hand side. If the pictures were taken in Australia, the bus driver would
be behind the wheel on the vehicle’s right side and driving on the left-hand side of the road!”
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Unit 24 Questions

ShowWhatYou Know
The following are questions based on the passages “Where Voting Is the Law” and

“The Scam.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. If a candidate who received less than 50 percent of the votes wins a federal
election in Australia, it is because

c voting is a winner-take-all system.

© the candidate was the most disliked.

© eligible voters had to vote or pay a stiff penalty.

votes of lower-ranking candidates were redistributed.

2. What Australian animal is not named in the story “The Scam”?

® koalas

© penguins

© kangaroos

© kookaburras

3. What do both stories have in common?

® They both take place in Australia.

J They both are about what is preferred in Australia.

© They both are about how some things are done in Australia.

© They both are about receiving 50% discounts in Australia.

4. From the stories, one can tell that in Australia,

® all eligible voters choose not to pay penalties.

© most eligible voters choose not to pay penalties.

© all eligible drivers drive on the right-hand side of the road.

© most eligible drivers drive on the right-hand side of the road.

5. Which statement is most likely true?

All couniries have the same system of voting.

© Penguins do not live on the same continent as kangaroos.

cUJ There are different systems of voting in different countries.

© Penguins can be found on the southern coast of all continents.
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Unit 24 Questions

Show What You KnOw(cont.]

6. Look at the percentage of the vote each candidate received the first time the votes

were counted. Answer the questions below by filling in the blank to complete

each sentence.

Candkiate flA flB[

F %ofVote r3o E 21 25

a. The votes of Candidate will be redistributed.

b. These redistributed votes will go to the candidate the voter ranked as
choice on the ballet.

7 Imagine that these two cars
are driving along a road in
Australia. Circle the one that
is going the wrong way!

()0
Li

_____

Li
ji-

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “Where Voting Is the Law”

9. “The Scam”

10. Think of something mentioned in the stories about Australian voting or driving
that is done differently in your country or another country. Describe the difference.

Then, discuss the advantages or disadvantages of doing it a certain way. (Use a

separate piece of paper Your answer should be at least one paragraph long.)
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